Abstract-We propose Direct Position Estimation (DPE) utilizing non-line-of-sight (NLOS) GPS signals for urban navigation. In urban environments, buildings reflect GPS signals, leading to reception of NLOS GPS signals. In addition, buildings obstruct GPS signals, resulting in reduced GPS signal availability.
I. INTRODUCTION
Building obstruction and reflection present serious challenges to GPS receivers operating in urban environments. In urban environments, buildings may obstruct GPS signals, leading to reduced GPS signal availability. In addition, buildings may reflect GPS signals, resulting in reception of non-line-ofsight (NLOS) GPS signals. NLOS GPS signals are delayed versions of the line-of-sight (LOS) GPS signals. As such, they lead to pseudorange errors, resulting in positioning errors [1] . Conventional approaches treat NLOS GPS signals as unwanted interferences to be rejected and/or mitigated.
Conventional approaches reject NLOS GPS signals at multiple stages of GPS signal processing. Antenna-based approaches include the use of right hand circular polarized (RHCP) antennas and controlled radiation pattern antennas (CRPA) [2] , [3] . Correlator-based approaches include the use of narrow correlator, double-delta correlator, multipath estimating DLL (MEDLL) and vision correlator [4] - [7] . In addition, receiver autonomous integrity monitoring (RAIM) approaches reject pseudoranges with inconsistent positioning residuals [8] .
In addition to rejecting NLOS GPS signals, conventional approaches also make use of robust filtering and joint signal tracking techniques to mitigate the effects of NLOS GPS signals. Robust filtering techniques include the use of Bayesian filters such as Kalman filters and particle filters [9] , [10] . Joint signal tracking techniques include vector tracking [11] and direct position estimation (DPE) [12] , [13] . An overview of existing approaches addressing NLOS GPS signals is provided in Table I .
TABLE I EXISTING APPROACHES ADDRESSING NLOS GPS SIGNALS

Reject
Mitigate
-Vision correlator [7] • RAIM [8] • Bayes filtering -Kalman filter [9] -Particle filter [10] • Joint signal tracking -Vector tracking [11] -Direct Position Estimation (DPE) [12, 13] In contrast to conventional approaches that reject or mitigate the effects of NLOS GPS signals, we propose transforming NLOS GPS signals from being unwanted interferences to becoming additional useful navigation signals. In addition, we provide a navigation solution under reduced GPS signal availability. We do so via DPE utilizing NLOS GPS signals.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II provides an overview of related work. Section III describes our approach. Section IV discusses our implementation and presents our experiment results. We demonstrated through our experiment, an improvement in horizontal positioning accuracy by 40m. This is in comparison to conventional GPS positioning using scalar tracking and trilateration. Finally, Section V summarizes the paper.
II. RELATED WORK
This section provides an overview of related work on DPE and three-dimensional (3D) map aided positioning techniques.
A. Direct Position Estimation (DPE)
DPE is an unconventional joint signal tracking and navigation technique that directly estimates the GPS receiver's navigation parameters from the GPS raw signal [14] - [23] . It does so by directly comparing the expected signal reception of multiple potential navigation candidates against the actual received signal. The navigation solution is then estimated as the navigation candidate with the highest overall correlation between the expected and the actual received signal. This overall correlation is an accumulation of signal correlations across all available satellites, with replica signal parameters aligned to the candidate navigation parameters [14] , [16] . In this manner, DPE jointly uses signal correlations from all available satellites to produce a robust navigation solution. NLOS signal correlations will be inconsistent with LOS signal correlations and thus mitigated.
B. 3D Map Aided Positioning Techniques
State-of-the-art approaches use available 3D maps to predict NLOS signal reception. Apart from rejecting and/or mitigating the effects of NLOS pseudoranges [24] - [27] , stateof-the-art approaches leverage upon the benefits of NLOS pseudoranges, constructively using the affected pseudorange measurements through special treatment of NLOS paths during trilateration [28] , [29] . Using 3D building models, they model NLOS paths as LOS paths from satellites to virtual receivers located at receiver mirror-image positions [28] - [30] . However, these approaches are limited by issues associated with tracking multipath signals.
The first issue is reduced signal availability due to multipath fading in addition to building obstruction. Under reduced signal availability, the navigation solution obtained via trilateration is degraded. With further reduction in signal availability, i.e. number of available pseudorange measurements reduced to less than 4, conventional calculation of the GPS navigation solution via trilateration with 4 unknowns is not possible.
The second issue is the varying effects multipath signals have on the signal correlation, associated with constructive and destructive interfences. Consequently, NLOS signal reception do not always result in the expected additional pseudorange delays [1] . As such, the range biases caused by NLOS signal reception are not easily mitigated at the pseudorange level.
In contrast to state-of-the-art approaches addressing NLOS signal reception at the GPS pseudorange measurement level, we directly address and constructively use NLOS signals at the GPS signal level via DPE utilizing NLOS signals.
III. OUR APPROACH: DPE UTILIZING NLOS SIGNALS
We first model NLOS signals as LOS signals to virtual satellites at satellite mirror-image positions, as shown in Fig. 1 . This is similar to using virtual transmitters for multipathassisted wireless indoor positioning [31] . We calculate these satellite mirror-image positions and velocities using knowledge of building reflection surfaces estimated from available 3D maps. The equations for obtaining the satellite mirror-image position and velocity are as follows:
wherep i andṗ i are the mirror-image position and velocity of the i th satellite, p i andṗ i are the position and velocity of the i th satellite. In addition, the surface normal and a point on the surface are represented by n and p s respectively. All positions and velocities are in the Earth-Centered-Inertial (ECI) coordinates as the reflection model assumes light traveling in straight lines; light travel in straight lines only in inertial reference frames.
We then integrate these NLOS signals into GPS positioning via DPE. We modify the expected signal reception used in DPE to include NLOS signal information, as shown in Fig. 2 . Our approach deeply integrates NLOS signal information and accurately describes the actual received signal. In addition, our approach provides a navigation solution under reduced signal availability. A block diagram of our approach is given in Fig. 3 . 
IV. IMPLEMENTATION AND EXPERIMENT RESULTS
We implemented DPE utilizing NLOS signals with commercial frontend components and our software platformPyGNSS. We used a signal sampling rate of 5.0 MHz, 14-bit complex sampling and 50 dB RF gain.
We conducted an experiment in front of the 53 m by 40 m wind tunnel [32] located at NASA's Ames Research Center, Mountain View, CA, as shown in Fig. 4 . The material of the wind tunnel's air intake valve's vertical surface is a metal wire mesh with a grid spacing of 1.8 cm by 1.8 cm, as shown in Fig. 5 . This grid spacing is approximately one tenth the carrier wavelength of the GPS L1 signal, the wire radius of the mesh is much less than the grid spacing. Thus, the vertical surface of the air intake valve acts as a reflector of GPS L1 signals. We estimated the normal vector and a point on the wind tunnel's reflection surface using a geo-referenced 3D point cloud available online through the NOAA Data Access Viewer (DAV) tool [33] , [34] . A screenshot of the NOAA DAV interface is shown in Fig. 6 . We refined the estimate using Iterative Closest Point (ICP) map-matching with a Lidar scan [35] , as shown in Fig. 7 .
We then determined possible LOS and NLOS paths from satellite elevation-azimuth plots. Plotted in Fig. 8 are the satellite positions, the satellite mirror-image positions and the building reflection surface. A NLOS path to a satellite exists if the corresponding LOS path to the satellite mirror-image intersects the building reflection surface. In our experiment, LOS paths exist to satellite PRNs 5, 7, 27, 28 and a NLOS path exist to satellite PRN 5. Thus, both LOS and NLOS signals from satellite PRN 5 are present. This is verified by examining the amplitude of the in-phase prompt correlations over time, obtained via scalar tracking. Only the in-phase prompt correlations of satellite PRN 5 exhibit a sinusoidal behavior characteristic of having both LOS and NLOS signals, as shown in Fig. 9 . We then performed DPE, including the signal correlation contribution from the NLOS path to satellite PRN 5, where the NLOS path is represented as a LOS path to the satellite mirror-image. Fig. 8 . Elevation-azimuth plot with satellites highlighted using green boxes and satellite mirror-images highlighted using red boxes. The 3D point cloud of the wind tunnel's air intake valve is plotted using grey dots. The path to the mirror-image of satellite PRN 5 passes through the surface of the wind tunnel. Thus, a NLOS path to satellite PRN 5 exists. In addition, LOS paths exist to satellite PRNs 5, 7, 27, 28. The overall correlation result, including the signal correlation from the NLOS path to satellite PRN 5, is shown in Fig. 10 . The color of the position markers, plotted on Google Maps [36] , represent the overall correlation amplitude. Red indicates a high overall correlation amplitude and blue indicates a low overall correlation amplitude. The navigation solution is directly estimated as a correlation-weighted mean of the navigation candidates. The result, as compared to that estimated using pseudoranges from scalar tracking followed by trilateration, is shown in Fig. 11 . DPE utilizing NLOS GPS signals demonstrated improved horizontal positioning accuracy by 40 m. 
V. CONCLUSION
In summary, we proposed DPE utilizing NLOS signals to mitigate the issues of NLOS GPS signal reception and reduced GPS signal availability in urban navigation. We modeled NLOS signals as LOS signals to virtual satellites at satellite mirror-image positions. In this manner, NLOS signals are transformed from being unwanted interferences to becoming additional useful navigation signals. We then created expected signal receptions to include NLOS GPS signal information at multiple potential navigation candidates and use DPE for positioning. Finally, we experimentally demonstrated a reduction in horizontal positioning error by 40 m. This is in comparison to the navigation result obtained using pseudoranges estimated from conventional scalar tracking followed by trilateration.
